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Exploring economic growth

Neil has been researching economic growth for some time 
• Why do some economies prosper, and others stagnate?
• He recently published a book exploring the success of Hong Kong’s post-war 

economy and the failure of Cuba’s economy over the same period

We thought that this work provided two useful ideas for us to explore with ASMC members
• Effectiveness: Lessons from managing economies for managing corporates
• Economics: Exploring how economics may affect corporate strategy and value

Economies are big, complex, adaptive systems – just like big corporates 
• Managing economic policy is analogous to managing large companies. What can 

we learn from the comparison on how to be effective?  
• Can we build on Stephen’s thinking about learnings from military leadership?

The post-war economic context has been benign (good growth, reasonable economic policy 
making) allowing the economic section in most 3-year plans to be rather pro-forma

• Signs that the strategy process may need to prepare for a more mixed future 
where economics could affect where and how to compete
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Agenda

Lessons from history
• A Tale of Two Economies 
• Lessons for managing businesses from the analogue of managing economies

A lens on the future
• The changing economic environment
• Implications for corporate strategy and value creation
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1950s versus today
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Hong Kong and Cuba provide a ‘natural experiment’

An interesting comparison:

Stable economic policy for 60 years

Relatively pure free market capitalism 
vs centrally planned socialism

Dramatic difference in result
• HK GDP/c x 14 (4% pa)
• Cuba x 2 (1% pa)

Opportunity to analyze causes

Economic policy-making required 
leadership in strategy and execution
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Two quite different economic architects

“an end to exploitation” “freedom of competitive enterprise”

“Planning is one of the laws of socialism: and 
without it, it would not exist. Without correct 
planning there can be no adequate guarantee that all 
the sectors of a country’s economy will combine 
harmoniously for the forward strides that our epoch 
demands.”

“The first precondition is control over the means of 
production. The sine qua non for an economic plan 
is that the state controls the bulk of the means of 
production, and better yet, if possible, all the means 
of production.”

“Over a wide field of our economy it is still the better 
course to rely on the nineteenth century’s “hidden 
hand’ than to thrust clumsy bureaucratic fingers into 
its sensitive mechanism.”

“I still believe that, in the long term, the aggregate of 
the decisions of individual businessmen, exercising 
individual judgement in a free economy, even if 
mistaken, is likely to do less harm than the 
centralized decisions of a government; and certainly 
the harm is likely to be counteracted faster.”
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John Williamson’s list of economic policies called the “Washington Consensus”
• property rights; 
• trade liberalization; 
• liberalization of foreign inward direct investment; 
• financial liberalization; 
• deregulation (easing barriers to entry and exit); 
• privatization (into competitive markets); 
• tax reform (broad tax base with modest marginal rates); 
• fiscal discipline (towards pro-growth and pro-poor expenditures); 
• re-ordering public expenditure priorities

Hong Kong and Cuba are limit examples along most of these dimensions
• Obviously debate about Williamson’s list: some see it as neo-liberal, some 

want more on institutions, some more emphasis on human capital etc
• But HK and Cuba suggest there is much that fits the prescription

- For corporates it may well give a predictive lens as to which 
economies might have higher and lower growth prospects

The HK/Cuba comparison supports the mainstream view on 
what drives economic success
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Thoughts from a Tale of Two Economies

Economic policy matters: for companies as well as people
• A corporate with a string of positions in Cuba-like-economies would have 

massively underperformed a HK-like portfolio of investments/operations 
• Long-term compounding creates huge differences

- HK 4% p.a. vs Cuba 1% p.a. over 60 years becomes x14 vs x2 
• HK/Cuba are good boundary examples of success and failure

Communism/ central planning has failed to deliver prosperity (but still has its champions)
• Only 2 of 40+ communist states of 1960 still running
• N vs S Korea, E vs W Germany, etc useful comparisons
• China succeeded only after its shift to market mechanisms etc

Market-based capitalism delivered incredible prosperity in Hong Kong
• But true free-market based capitalism is rare across the world 
• Tendency to water down commitment to markets, permit lobbying and a focus on 

rent seeking, decay into crony capitalism, and socialize objectives
• Economic leaders need to both develop successful economic strategies and 

successfully implement them in often hostile environments
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Agenda

Lessons from history
• A Tale of Two Economies 
• Lessons for managing businesses from the analogue of managing economies

A lens on the future
• The changing economic environment
• Implications for corporate strategy and value creation
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Hong Kong and Cuba as systems: variables for comparison
Purpose: what are we trying to achieve?

• What is the ultimate goal?
• Issues: Is it sensible?; is it achievable; is it clear?  How would you measure its 

achievement?

Goal hierarchy; what is the relationship between ends and means?
• Does the ultimate goal imply other sub-goals and methods or are they adopted 

pragmatically?
• Issues: Does the achievement of the ultimate goal depend on specifying the means, or can it 

be achieved in multiple ways depending on circumstances?

Aggregate power: how many choices are available to the system?
• How much power is there in aggregate in the national economy as a system, i.e. how rich 

and wide are the choices available to economic agents like businessmen? (e.g. can 
businesses trade with anyone or only selected partners?)

• Issues:  Is aggregate power maximised or constrained?

Power distribution: how is power allocated among agents within the system?
• How many people have the freedom to make choices about what and are their freedoms 

consistent with the knowledge available to them at any point in time?
• Issues: how tight is central control and do people with the best information have the power 

to make decisions within the framework determined by the centre?
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Cuba and Hong Kong: a summary comparison of approach

Cuba

Create economic socialism 
based on a ‘New Man’

All goals set and controlled by 
centre; all methods uniquely 
implied by overall goal

Restrict aggregate power by 
using laws to constrain choices 
(e.g. trading partners, kinds of  
businesses permitted)

All power is vested in the High 
Priest (hierarkhia) and the 
bureacracy

Hong Kong

Create prosperity

Policy goals create context for 
pursuit of economic goals of 
individuals; all methods 
adopted heuristically

Grow aggregate power by 
maximising choices within the 
system (e.g. trading partners, 
kinds of business that can be 
started) using laws to set 
boundary conditions

All economic agents are free to 
make available choices for 
themselves

Variable

Purpose 
(ultimate 
goal)

Goal 
hierarchy
(ends and 
means)

Aggregate 
power (total 
available 
choices)

Power 
distribution 
(freedom of 
economic 
agents)
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Cuba and Hong Kong: a summary comparison of consequences

Cuba

Maintaining ideological purity 
matters more than events and effects

Principles cover means as well as 
ends and are applied under all 
circumstances

Economic rationality constrained by 
restricted choices available

High Priest and the bureaucracy are 
unable to predict effects or react to 
them

Hong Kong

Pragmatism allows policy to be 
shaped by events and effects

Principles are used as a set of 
heuristics

Economic rationality and 
dynamism maximised by lack of 
restrictions 

All economic agents have an 
incentive to adapt to changing 
circumstances and do so rapidly

Variable

Purpose 
(ultimate 
goal)

Goal 
hierarchy
(ends and 
means)

Aggregate 
power (total 
available 
choices)

Power 
distribution 
(freedom of 
economic 
agents)
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Can general lessons be extrapolated about business 
organsiations?

Examination of Hong Kong and Cuba at the macroeconomic levels suggests that the 
extent to which policy departs from the Hong Kong model maximises prosperity

The implication is that departing from this ‘pure’ model to achieve other goals (e.g. greater 
equality) involves the sacrifice of some degree of prosperity

If this is true at the level of macroeconomics (the national economy), it would be 
paradoxical if it were not to be true at the level of microeconomics (the firm)

In examining the actual behaviour of firms in ‘free market’ economies, it is striking that the 
model adopted by many is closer to Cuba
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Two propositions

Proposition 1
Organisations which practice strategy successfully tend to operate as complex adaptive 
systems (not machines) which are able to adapt to and shape their environments (which 
are themselves larger complex adaptive systems) to their advantage

i.e. Follow HK model rather than Cuba model

Proposition 2
Maintaining those characteristics requires constant deliberate effort

Need to work against drift towards Cuba model
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Business organisations (firms) as complex adaptive systems

To create value (for owners, 
customers, employees, 
society…)

Higher level goals set framework 
for decision-making at lower 
levels; methods are heuristic

Maximise aggregate power 
within the framework of law and 
the values of civil society

Clear direction enables 
individual decision-making by 
those with the best information 
at the time; low control

Variable

Purpose 
(ultimate 
goal)

Goal 
hierarchy
(ends and 
means)

Aggregate 
power (total 
available 
choices)

Power 
distribution 
(freedom of 
economic 
agents)

A subordinate goal becomes the 
ultimate goal; multiple goals; dilution 
of purpose; lack of realism

Goals become more detailed; input 
measures dominate output measures; 
metric fetishism (BSC)

Processes; goal conflict; agents who 
can block decisions; established 
behavioural norms restricting choices

Complex structure; fuzzy 
accountability; perceived risk leading 
to high central control; increases in 
information processing capacity

Sources of dysfunctionFeatures of effectiveness
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Group discussion

Where does your organisation lie in terms of the four dimensions?

Would it be more effective if it were to shift position?

If so, what could you do about it?
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Agenda

Lessons from history
• A Tale of Two Economies 
• Lessons for managing businesses from the analogue of managing economies

A lens on the future
• The changing economic environment
• Implications for corporate strategy and value creation
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Cleanest data to find is GDP and population (therefore, GDP/c)
Propose that Consumption/hour worked is core objective

To explore economic growth we need to define the different 
ways it can be measured

Real
GDP

GDP
Per 

Capita

GDP
Per 

Worker

GDP
Per 

Hour
Worked

Consumption
Per 

Hour
Worked

△ Population

GDP
Per 

Working Age 
Person

△ Dependency △ Economic 
activity

△ hours 
worked

△ Investment

Government 
focus

Personal
focus

△ Inflation

Nominal
GDP
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Economic analysis has not been a key source of advantage
We (commercial corporates) have enjoyed an economic golden age since the end of WW2

• Economic growth has created widespread prosperity in higher income countries 
and lifted billions out of poverty

• Real GDP growth for G7 + China + India has been ~ 3.8% since 1950 
- Fairly consistently, predictable, and manageable 

It has not been unreasonable to make broad planning assumptions re growth
• ~ 2 – 3% real GDP growth in developed economies
• ~ 4 – 6% real GDP growth in successful developing economies

In 1960 top 10 ‘relevant’ economies accounted for 82% of ’relevant’ world GDP
• Relevant = GDP/c > $3k, permitting foreign investment, >5m population
• Limited choice to invest outside this universe

Limited need for Strategy Directors to understanding economic environment (beyond 
perhaps a China strategy)

• Few options as to where to invest/operate
• Little difference in underlying economic performance
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We have never had it so good (or so predictable)
Real GDP by country 1950 – 2017: average 3.8% p.a. growth
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Economic growth has delivered prosperity and corporate 
success

1960 Today

Real GDP/capita $k 5.0 14.5

Life expectancy 53 72

Infant mortality 65/1000 (1990) 29/1000

% population in extreme poverty 64% 10%

Literacy 65% (1965) 86

Dow Jones (inf adj) 5,300 29,000

Source: The World Bank
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But the world is changing

Historically limited universe of where to invest and operate, and little differential in 
economic environment

• Making strategic choices on where and how to invest relatively unimportant to 
performance

Now corporates can consider investing or operating in vastly more countries
• Now virtually all countries in the global economy and there has been a strong 

and stable world order

And those economies are likely to have a much less consistent economic performance  
• Driven by very different demographic trends
• And more different economic policy results

The choice of where and how to invest will become more strategic and drive bigger 
differences in corporate performance

Hypothesis: Understanding economic environment will become more critical 
and should play a greater role in strategic plans
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There are many more choices as to where to invest and operate

27 countries >5m population, > $3,000 GDP/c 
(2011$), and open to trade/investment

82% “relevant” world GDP in 10 countries

$8T GDP, 800m people, av $10k pp

90 countries >5m population, > $3,000 GDP/c 
(2011$), and open to trade/investment

62% “relevant” world GDP in 10 countries

$110T GDP, 7.5B people, av $50k pp

Bubble area = GDP
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Globalization has been a powerful force

Fall of communist central planning (esp China) transformed 
global economy

• Bringing 2B people (of 7.4B world pop) into global 
economy and about 1B employees (of 3.4B in world)

• Creating huge opportunity to optimally locate activity

The world has become much more open, allowing specialization 
• GATT/WTO members: 12 members (1947), 128 members 

(1994), now 164
• Covers 98% world trade
• Tariffs around 20% in 1950, 15% in the 1970, 5% by 2000

‘Relevant’ market larger than ever, world more open than ever
• Choices on where and how to sell, where to produce
• Major restructuring of supply chains
• And customer and competitor focus 
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Almost all countries are now in the global system
• Much of the benefit of broadening the world economy has occurred
• Whilst further optimization possible, the step change has occurred

Tariffs have fallen with less room for further gains
• And indeed some risk of trade wars

Risk of broader disputes and war
• China/US, Middle East, Africa
• Unclear economic effect

End of history (with success of western liberal democracy) looking optimistic
• Thucydides Trap, rise of autocracy
• Domestic politics responding to globalization, immigration, climate, AI

- Nationalism, populism

But the positive impact of an improving global order may slow 

Open world economy creates a wide range of choices as to where to invest 
and operate, but with benign global trends looking less helpful
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The demographic context is becoming much more varied

Historically demographic trends in the relevant economies have been benign and 
predictable  

• Modest population growth, increased female participation, aging population
• Similar trends in the relevant economies for corporates

World population will peak, but that will disguise very varied situations
• For the first time in centuries we have the prospect of declining populations 
• Huge population growth in Africa

Corporate will need to understand demographic context more acutely 
• Both across very different environments
• And in more depth as population structures and drivers diverge

- E.g. Level of dependency, openness to immigration, longevity etc
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Most of world will see a static population and falling workforce
Africa will account for all net population growth this century 

United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division (2019). World Population Prospects 2019, custom data acquired via website.

World population grew 1.9% p.a. (1950 – 2020) 
but will slow to 0.4% growth (2020 – 2100) 
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In some countries, strategies will need to take account of declining 
employment

Japan’s population started to decline in 2010. Working age population will half by end-century 
(from 69m to 35m)

Italy just started declining and working age cohort will also half by 2100 to 20m
• Italy requires 1.3% productivity growth just to hold GDP constant with declining workforce 
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Conversely, Nigeria and Pakistan will grow and enter the top 5 most 
populous countries
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Current growth markets will peak
China and India will account for 23% of world population in 2100 versus 36% today 

China near peak population, India will peak in c. 30years

China also at peak working age population: expected to fall from 930m to 530m by end-
century – economic and political implications
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Since 2000, Japan has had ~0% nominal GDP growth.
But ~2% p.a. increase in consumption per hour worked.
Failure or success?

Most corporates have struggled to understand (and adapt to) 
the demographic influence on the Japanese economy 
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The UK illustrates that demographic trends can be complicated
1950 – 1990s: Productivity driven 

Employment broadly flat
• Increased female participation
• 40% (1950), 60% 1985, >75% (2017)
• Offset aging population

Productivity rising

2000 – 2017: People (Immigration) driven 

Employment rises with immigration
• 10m immigrants since 1998
• Net migration -500k (1964 – 1997)
• Net migration +4m (1998 – 2017)

• Productivity flat/declining
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Demographics and economic policy will interact to produce second 
order effects

The great population growth markets of the next century will be in Africa
• Largely in countries with low economic freedom, poor governance and 

institutions, and corruption
• Will Africa expand the world economy of just be a vast basket case?
• How will corporates navigate investment and operation choices?

Equally many shrinking countries may struggle to find economic policies that are popular 
and fit the declining workforce and increasing dependency

• Again affecting corporate strategy choices

Strategies will need to understand first -order demographic effects on growth
• And second-order effects on economic polices etc
• These will combine to make the attractiveness of alternative strategies much 

more divergent that today
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Population growth will occur in the least economically free countries

Creating successful Africa strategies may be even harder than China strategies have proved

By 2100 half of the largest nations will be in Africa Rankings (out of 162 countries)
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Reducing dependency now moving into reverse causing very 
different demographic structures than we have been used to 

Dependency has fallen as birth rate fell (except Africa) but is now about to rise due to 
retirees

European of working age will have 50% more dependents in 2100
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Variation in economic policy efficacy will further disperse returns 

Economic policy has been broadly benign since WW2 in the 
large developed economies

• Supportive global context
• Pro-business policies allowing growing 

profitability and lower tax

Very similar GDP per capita growth across all the leading 
‘relevant’ economies

• Making the choice about where to invest and 
where to operate less consequential

But Hong Kong vs Cuba shows that there is no necessary 
force that make progress converge

• Bad policy is possible, and it has consequences

If economic policy becomes more divergent, and economic 
progress therefore diverges, corporate choices will be much 
more consequential in driving corporate performance

GDP per capita growth 
1960 - 2017
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On a broader basis, economic performance is more divergent
GDP per capita growth 1960 - 2017
Winners                                Losers

In a broader world we can expect greater divergence of economic performance
Which will diverge even further if low global growth and difficult demographic and 

global trends create political pressure to adopt non-growth-friendly policies
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A combination of factors made it relatively safe historically to have a ‘modest’ growth 
mindset: “economies grow at 2 – 3%”

• Limited and similar ‘relevant’ world 
• Supportive demographics
• Expanding and increasingly open global economy
• Reasonable economic policy

But Cuba and Hong Kong show that greater divergence is possible
• With consequence to the population and companies

There are reasons to expect future economic environments to be much more divergent 
than we have been used to

• Companies may end up with positions where the global environment is 
unfavourable, the demographics unsupportive, economic policy unhelpful, 
and other negative second order effects on corporate profitability. Zero or 
negative contextual growth is likely to become more common

• And at the other end of the spectrum, factors may combine to create an 
attractive economic environment with 3 – 4% real underlying growth 

There will increasing economic divergence
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The need for corporates to understand how economic context affects corporate 
performance has been limited

• Relatively few available choices on where and how to compete
• Benign environment 
• Similar context across different economies

Making good choices based on understanding and assessing economic context may 
be much more important going forward

• More options available 
• More divergence in economic context 
• Tougher circumstances with risk of second order effects

Competitive advantage may well now result from better decisions on where and how 
to invest and operate

• And strategic planning process is a good vehicle to start that debate

Economic acuity may improve strategic decisions and 
corporate performance
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Agenda

Lessons from history
• A Tale of Two Economies 
• Lessons for managing businesses from the analogue of managing economies

A lens on the future
• The changing economic environment
• Implications for corporate strategy and value creation
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For company strategist the world looks more complicated than it did 
• More fragmented, more diverse, more uncertain
• Choosing where to compete may require more economic analysis than before

New issues and judgments may be needed
• Declining workforce strategy
• Aging demographics strategy
• Children as a rarity strategy 
• Africa growth strategy
• Mature China strategy
• A view on China/US relations
• A way to identify benign economic environments

There are a lot of diverging and changing interests ahead 
• Immigration, populism, taxation, redistribution, trade barriers etc 
• China vs US, Retired vs working, Africa vs Asia/Europe, Elite vs mass, etc 
• Hard to navigate as a corporate, and as governments

Implications for corporate strategy
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Group discussion

Do you think that underlying economic factors will be more important, and more uncertain, 
than they were in the past?

Do you incorporate demographics, trade issues, conflict, economic performance etc into 
your investment process? How?

If not (sufficiently), what could you most usefully do?
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